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HDD: Maturity stage to declining stage

1) PC market will be decline and HDD for PC will be decline.
2) HDD will shift to High capacity market.

⇒ HDD volume will decrease. **Head volume will be flat.**
Change and technology innovation of HDD industry

- Marge business unit and efficiency up
- It still needs R&D activities / R&D investment in HDD and HDD Head.
  - Needs multi disk technology and becomes longer testing time for reliability for high capacity HDD
  - Thermal assist Head (TAMR)
  - Two dimension MR (TDMR)
  - Micro dual stage actuator (Micro DSA)
- HDD maker did big investment into NAND industry
Business Strategy of Magnetic Head & Sensor

- Taking strategy to develop HDD technology continuously with keeping enough profitability.
- Together with another clear strategy for growing market.

- Strategy for HDD Head
  - Recent breakthroughs will enable TAMR products.
  - Precedence of micro DSA for narrow track technology
  - Efficiency up for supply chain in HDD industry and supporting backend process
    ➤ Advanced technology, High productivity & Low cost will contribute HDD industry.

- Strategy for Magnetic sensor
  - Applying magnetic technology and process to Magnetic Sensor business.
HDD Suspension Business

◆ Background of acquiring HTI & Supply chain of HDD ~ Suspension

- Supply Chain
- Circuit
- Etching & Mount plate
- HDD Suspension
- HDD Head
- HDD

Technology Innovation
- TAMR needs more narrow pitch for Circuit
- DSA technology needs Innovation for TPI up
- Technology break through for TAMR & Multi disks technology

Vertical Integration for Suspension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components (○ Internal Components)</th>
<th>Suspension Assemble</th>
<th>HDD Head</th>
<th>HDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit</td>
<td>TDK/MPT</td>
<td>TDK/SAE</td>
<td>Company D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etching</td>
<td>HTI</td>
<td>Company B</td>
<td>Company B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Plate</td>
<td>Company A</td>
<td>Company C</td>
<td>Company C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Outside</td>
<td>From Outside</td>
<td>From Outside</td>
<td>○/Outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Outside</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synergy for All TDK
- Making suspension components internally & efficiency up for SG&A,R&D.
- More automation for Suspension assemble
- Getting circuit technology for TAMR generation

Advanced technology & Low cost solution by Vertical integration in HDD suspension components will enable us to contribute to the HDD industry.
Business Strategy of Magnetic Head & Sensor

As for "Magnetic sensor company" TDK becomes.

1) Establish business basis first.
   - More capability for products design, development, ASIC design and getting production capacity.
   - Expand products line up.
   - Expand customer basis. (More than 40 Customers.)

2) Becoming general magnetic sensor company.
   - Add many type of sensor on MR.
   - More downstream, like module / system.
   - Combination with other TDK products, like magnet and electric components.

 Expansion for magnetic sensor for automobile / industrials / consumer market.
Magnetic Sensor in Automobile market

**Accelerating**
- Electric throttle valve system
- Engine Management:
  - Cam timing
  - Crank timing
- Drive by wire
  - Accelerator

**Braking**
- Wheel Speed Measurement:
  - ABS
- Indirect TPMS with ABS
- Brake by wire

**Steering**
- Hydraulic
- Electric (EPS)
  - Torque sensor
  - Angle sensor
- Steer by wire
  - EPS

**Autonomous Driving**
1) TMR sensor and adding various types of sensor
2) Growing toward to overall magnetic sensor company
   ➔ Applying High Accuracy & High Output for Linear scale in industrial market
   ➔ Encoder for Single-lens reflex camera
   ➔ Focusing for Smartphone application
Cautionary Statements with Respect to Forward-Looking Statements

This material contains forward-looking statements, including projections, plans, policies, management strategies, targets, schedules, understandings, and evaluations about TDK, or its group companies (TDK Group). These forward-looking statements are based on the current forecasts, estimates, assumptions, plans, beliefs, and evaluations of the TDK Group in light of the information currently available to it, and contain known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors. The TDK Group therefore wishes to caution readers that, being subject to risks, uncertainties, and other factors, the TDK Group’s actual results, performance, achievements, or financial position could be materially different from any future results, performance, achievements, or financial position expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements, and the TDK Group undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements after the issue of this material except as provided for in laws and ordinances. The electronics markets in which the TDK Group operates are highly susceptible to rapid changes, risks, uncertainties, and other factors that can have significant effects on the TDK Group including, but not limited to, shifts in technology, fluctuations in demand, prices, interest and foreign exchange rates, and changes in economic environments, conditions of competition, laws and regulations. Also, since the purpose of these materials is only to give readers a general outline of business performance, many numerical values are shown in units of a billion yen. Because original values, which are managed in units of a million yen, are rounded off, the totals, differences, etc. shown in these materials may appear inaccurate. If detailed figures are necessary, please refer to our financial statements and supplementary materials.